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Ваш надійний помічник

 

Java developer (project), 95000 грн.
 

Київ,
Львів,  
 

Компанія: Au-Pair Community
Рубрики:
 

IT, WEB фахівці

Побажання до співробітника
 

Освіта: повна вища
Досвід роботи: від року

Графік роботи: повний робочий
день

Опис
вакансії
 

Large IT company (700 employees worldwide), with a headquarter in Germany, is looking for software developers (300−500
employees) in Ukraine. We offer a challenging, dynamic work environment with excellent development opportunities and
performance-related compensation. Our corporate culture is characterized by openness to new ideas, innovation and performance-
based thinking, a friendly atmosphere and flexible structures. We are looking for:

Java developer — project (m/f)

Responsibilities:

Develop and design customer-specific business software solutions including customizing

Create and perform development tests

Analyze, solve and document customer messages

Write technical documentation

Instruct and train employees of the development environment

Perform expense analysis and coordinate requirements with Project Management and partners

Your Profile:

University degree in computer science or comparable education would be an advantage

Requirements

At the least 1.5 years of experience in Java

Enjoy developing innovative solutions in an international team

Software Development Lifecycle knowledge

Knowledge of current frameworks and technologies such as Eclipse, Maven, SVN, JUnit, Web Services, SQL, GWT, JPA, Swing,
Hibernate; CI (Jenkins, Nexus), Oracle (DBMS)

Strong analytical skills and conceptual abilities

Good knowledge of English language (speaking and writing)

Enjoy developing innovative solutions as a part of an international team

Apartments or room will be in Schoeneck / Germany. The training on the GK-specific topics will take in Schoeneck or in Pilsen (CZ).
As a rule it takes 0,5 — 1 year)

Cost of the apartment will be charged for the 1 year, following according to the agreement and prospects> — Probation period: 6

https://jobs.ua/vacancy/it_web_specialists


months

Working time: 40 hours / week

Vacation 26 days / year

Salary: depending on experience level: 3.500 EUR (gross) for the first year, which is approximately 2,100 — 2,400 EUR VAT in
Germany

Flexible working hours

Free drinks, fresh food and Active Balance program (sports activities, massages, health checks) If we have piqued your interest, we
look forward to receiving your application stating your salary expectations and your earliest possible starting date.

Контактна інформація
 

Телефон: +38 (067) 373-79-48
 
 

Контактна
особа:

СеркісТарасЗіновійович
 

Адреса:
Львов, вул. Туган-Барановського
16
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